MULTIPLIERS

TM

HOW THE BEST LEADERS
MAKE EVERYONE SMARTER

Business Results Group is the Exclusive Distributor of
Multipliers™ Training and Assessments in Sub-Saharan Africa

It isn’t how much you know
that matters. It’s how much
access you have to what
other people know and
how much of that
intelligence you can draw
out and put to use.
Liz Wiseman

Global Partner

Introduction
What would it look like if the leaders in your
organisation could access twice the intelligence
from the talent on their teams?
In today’s competitive business environment, it is
increasingly critical for leaders to attract and develop
talent, drive change, cultivate new ideas and generally
get more done with fewer resources.

The Wiseman Group is a research and
leadership development centre focused on
preparing leaders to tackle some of the
world’s toughest challenges.

We’ve all had experience with two dramatically diﬀerent
types of leaders. The ﬁrst type drains intelligence,
energy and the capability of the people around them.
These leaders always need to be the smartest person in
the room and tend to have a diminishing impact on the
talent and commitment of their team.

Founder of The Wiseman Group, and pioneer
of the Multipliers™ programme, Liz Wiseman
was formerly the Head of Oracle University.
During her tenure she noticed that diﬀerent
leadership styles garnered dramatically
diﬀerent results from their teams, so she
embarked on a research project to
understand why.

On the other side of the spectrum are leaders who use
their own intelligence to amplify the smarts and
capabilities of the people around them. When these
people walk into a room, light bulbs go oﬀ, ideas ﬂow
and problems get solved. These leaders inspire teams
to stretch and reach higher levels of performance. These
leaders are Multipliers™, and the world needs more of
them.
The ability to lead like a Multiplier is a skill that can
be learned and developed. This fresh approach to
Leadership development not only supports a rapidly
changing workplace but also provides leaders with the
tools to build a high-performance team based on
inclusion, accountability and innovation.

The results of the research were astounding
and were published in what has become a
best-selling book Multipliers™: How the
Best Leaders Make Everyone Smarter
Today Multipliers™ is available as a
leadership development programme and has
been adopted by many Fortune 500
companies as well as a number of South
Africa’s Top organisations.
Business Results Group is the
Exclusive Authorised Distributor of
Multipliers™ Training in Sub-Saharan
Africa by The Wiseman Group.

WATCH THE VIDEO TO FIND OUT MORE!
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Multipliers™ Leadership Journey
Truly successful learning ingrains knowledge deep enough to change behaviour and drive business results.
In a Multipliers™ leadership journey this is done by combining the globally acclaimed Multipliers™ Workshop with a
combination of assessments, application labs, coaching circles and microlearning reinforcement.

Multipliers™ Workshop
At the heart of the Multipliers™ Leadership Journey is
the licensed Multipliers content that unlocks the full
learning journey. Typically delivered as a two day
workshop, this content can also be delivered in a variety
of ways (see options on page 6).
During the workshop participants will develop an
understanding of the research behind the Multipliers™
theory and start to recognise the impact that traditional
approaches to leadership have on team performance
and morale. At the same time, through an
understanding of the Multipliers™ behaviours,
participants will engage with the resoundingly positive
and proﬁtable eﬀects that Multipliers™ have on
organisational performance - how they develop and
attract talent, cultivate new ideas, get more done with
fewer resources and create the energy to drive
organisational change and innovation.
Practical and relevant, the Multipliers™ workshop
guides leaders through a series of experiments that
systematically unpack the Multiplier practices and
behaviours. Each practice is designed to allow
participants to understand their own style as well as
learn from the success and failure of their colleagues
and peers.

I enjoyed challenging my own
paradigms about leadership.
The workshop provided good
examples of how to practice
getting more contribution
from reports.
Johnny Velloza
Chief Operating Officer
Gem Diamonds

The 360 Assessment results
were enlightening. The
workshop was awesome with
amazing realisations
throughout.
Raymond Van Rooyen
Executive - SHCEO & Risk
Transnet Port Terminals

ARE YOU AN ACCIDENTAL DIMINISHER? TAKE THE QUIZ!
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Multipliers™ Workshop Modules
Context
The Multiplier Eﬀect™
Multipliers™ research, and the principles and
practices of Multipliers™ & Diminishers
The Accidental Diminisher
Understanding behaviours that are perceived as
Multiplying, but in fact have a diminishing eﬀect
● Ideas Guy
● Always On
● Rescuer
● Pacesetter
● Rapid Responder

● Optimist
● Strategist
● Protector
● Perfectionist

Assessment Feedback
Individual feedback and reﬂection on Multiplier
eﬀectiveness
Multipliers™ Content
Skill 1: The Art of the Question
Asking questions that spark innovation and
intelligence

Multipliers™ Workshop
on-site delivery options
Two-Day Delivery
This
oﬃcial
workshop
covers
the
Multipliers™ principles and all ﬁve Multiplier
practices.
One-Day Delivery
This condensed workshop covers the key
Multipliers™ principles and two of the ﬁve
Multiplier practices.
Modular Delivery
A series of six spaced modules
(face-to-face or online), each taking a deep
dive into the various Multiplier practices,
immediately
followed
by
workplace
application assignments.
Individual Executive Sessions
Executives unable to take two full days for
training are able to complete the oﬃcial
Multipliers™ content through a series of
eight one-on-one coaching sessions.

Skill 2: The Challenger
Stretching teams to perform AND grow beyond
their current levels thought possible.
Skill 3: The Debate Maker
Creating rigorous debates for critical decisions
and driving execution
Skill 4: The Talent Magnet
Hiring smart people, identifying strengths and
utilising the genius in others
Skill 5: The Liberator
Creating a safe space for others to think and
contribute their very best work
Skill 6: The Investor
Transferring ownership and holding others
accountable for the outcomes
Application
Team Aggregated Report (Optional)
Becoming a Multiplier
● Building on strengths
● Neutralising diminishers
30-Day Action Planning
Workplace Application
● Create a culture of Multipliers

TIPS FOR DEALING
WITH DIMINISHERS
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Customise your Multipliers™ Learning Journey
In addition to the oﬃcial Multipliers™ workshop, a framework for a wider learning journey ensures that knowledge is
ingrained deep enough to change behaviour and aﬀect business objectives. Ahead of attending the workshop,
leaders typically complete a Self or 360 Assessment, and upon completion begin microlearning reinforcement on the
Axonify™ platform. The assessment provides the foundation for behaviour change and forms a valuable reference
point for learning, while the adaptive micro-learning allows for a continuous and personalised learning experience.
The micro-learning ﬁts naturally into an employee’s daily workﬂow requiring just 3-5 minutes of engagement per day.
Most crucially, this platform, quickly and easily, allows for impact measurement to become a standard element of
every Multiplier™ learning journey, driving business results and performance.

I enjoyed all aspects of
the workshop, especially
learning about accidental
diminisher behaviours.
We are now equipped to
pay it forward.
Nozipho Sithole
Transnet Port Terminals
Chief Executive

QUICK TIPS FOR DRIVING
PRODUCTIVE DEBATE

I value the insights I gained
about being a multiplier.
The fact that people are
capable and have ideas is a
great revelation.
Alfred Madowe
Mining Manager Letseng
Gem Diamonds

‘I AM NOT SO SECRETLY TRYING TO
RID THE WORLD OF BAD BOSSES’
LIZ WISEMAN
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Pre-Workshop Engagement
Customised internal communication to position Multipliers™ and engage leaders in the learning journey
including video clips and pre-course reading. *Included as part of the Oﬃcial Multipliers™ Workshop

Multipliers™ Assessments
360: Using the full breadth of Multiplier-Diminisher behaviours, this robust 79-question,
multi-rater assessment allows a leader to quickly access a baseline across the Multipliers™ model. The
report includes a net score (Multiplier behaviours minus Diminisher behaviours) across each of the ﬁve
disciplines. It also includes the Top 5 Multiplier behaviours and the Top 5 Diminisher behaviours to allow
an individual to quickly identify a few high-leverage starting points.
Self: This report is based on the same 79 questions that make up the Multipliers™ 360 and
provides a quick approximation of the ways participants may be Multiplying or Diminishing the
intelligence of the people around them. The report includes a net score (Multiplier behaviours minus
Diminisher behaviours) across each of the ﬁve disciplines. A sample report is available upon request.
*Team Aggregate Reports, available based on the above assessments, are also available.

Oﬃcial Multipliers™ Workshop
In this highly engaging workshop participants will develop a deep understanding of the ﬁve disciplines
that distinguish Multipliers™ from Diminishers and develop skills for leading like a Multiplier. This
workshop is the foundation of the Multipliers™ Leadership Journey. Various delivery formats available

Multipliers™ Micro-Learning Reinforcement (Optional)
Following the Multipliers™ workshop, participants are able to engage in the Axonify™ micro-learning
platform which creates a personalised learning and reinforcement experience that ﬁts naturally into
participants daily workﬂow in 3-5 minutes per day. This 3-month engagement is a powerful way to
ensure the successful retention of learning and provides a solid case for tangible ROI and behaviour
change.

Multipliers™ Application LABS (Optional)
Post-workshop Application LAB’s are optional interactive 3-4 hour workshops designed to take a deep
dive into speciﬁc Multiplier behaviours. These workshops can also be utilised as a refresher programme
or to workshop particular challenges or business case scenarios.

Multipliers™ Coaching (Optional)
Graduates of the training are able to participate in one-on-one coaching to identify and focus on key
areas for accelerated development with the support of a qualiﬁed Multipliers™ Coach. These sessions
can be scheduled virtually or face-to-face.

Multipliers™ Keynotes
Multipliers™ Keynotes can be run as part of a wider learning journey or independently of the oﬃcial
content. Independently they can be used as a way to provide an introduction to Leading like a
Multiplier and can test the organisational ﬁt for the Multipliers™ philosophy and learning journey. In
conjunction with Multipliers™ workshops, keynotes can be a high impact way to re-energise, reinforce
and embed a number of key Multipliers™ concepts with teams. Keynotes can also be tailored to
organisational requirements and linked back to key strategy discussions for a senior audience.
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The Power of Multipliers™
What would your organisation look like if it could inspire teams to ﬁnd their best selves, reinvigorate creativity,
maximise the value of its existing workforce or rely on collective instead of selective genius? See how Multipliers™
is having an impact on organisations around the world.

Multipliers™ Inspires ‘Risk and Iterate’ at Nike
Take a risk. Try something new. Iterate. If it doesn’t work, that’s OK. Learn
from it and move forward. This is the philosophy of Casey Lehner, Nike’s
Senior Director of Design Operations. Multipliers™ forms a cornerstone of
Nike’s Manager Excellence initiative that focuses on developing people
managers as a force to multiply team performance and fuel business
growth through leading, coaching, driving and inspiring their teams.
Casey Lehner
Senior Director of Design
Operations Nike, Inc.

Watch this video to see how Multiplier principles, applied and reinforced
through leaders like Casey, have created a legacy at Nike which inspires
teams to ﬁnd their best selves and to think beyond what may be imagined.

Multipliers™ Goes Viral at Banana Republic
Banana Republic rolled out Multipliers™ during a time of intense pressure
when leaders were faced with the daunting task of turning around their
business. By adopting the Multipliers™ model, leaders were able to
reinvigorate the creativity of the organisation and tap into the genius of their
teams — even under extreme stress.

Dan Leavitt and Heidi Brandow
Current & Former Senior Manager of Learning
& Development Banana Republic

Watch this video to see how Multipliers™ has become embedded in the
culture of Banana Republic, not through a highly scripted implementation
plan but through leaders who are living and sharing the Multipliers™
principles on a daily basis.

Achieving More with Less: Emirates Airlines Multiplies Its Talent

Rick Helliwell
VP of Corporate Leadership and Talent
Management Emirates Airlines

Like other fast-growth organisations, Emirates Airlines faced the challenge
of hiring too many people too quickly while often leaving latent talent on the
table. This strategy works in a strong economy but during challenging
times, simply hiring more heads won’t deliver the business results needed.
To maximise the value of their existing workforce, Emirates invested in
Multipliers™ training for their senior leaders. They were skeptical at ﬁrst –
were the Multiplier principles truly relevant, and could they be applied
immediately? The answer is a resounding “yes” according to Rick Helliwell,
VP of Corporate Leadership and Talent Management at Emirates. Watch
this video to see how Multipliers™ helped Emirates engage and capitalise
on their existing talent.

It Takes More Than A Genius to Run a Medical School

Dr Darrell Kirch
President and CEO American
Association of Medical colleges
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Dr. Darrell Kirch, President and CEO of the American Association of
Medical Colleges (AAMC), recently called for a new vision of leadership at
the nation’s medical schools and teaching hospitals. “Instead of one leader
with special knowledge to be the ‘sage at the top,’ we need Multipliers who
unleash others’ full potential and create an atmosphere of genius.” Check
out this video to learn how medical school leaders can address
healthcare’s more-with-less dilemma by moving from ‘Moses’ to
Multipliers.
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Business Results Group is the Exclusive Distributor of
Multipliers Training and Assessments in Sub-Saharan Africa
For more information contact info@brg.co.za
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